Remote and virtual laboratory as a modern instrument for induction of the pupils’ inquiry activities with emphasis on the technical and science-based subjects
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Abstract: The inquiry-based instruction can be, based on results of many researches and investigations, considered as beneficial and perspective, regarding mainly the current social needs. It is at the most desirable to educate individuals who are creative, able to solve problems and discover unusual solutions. We react on the mentioned facts in this article by an implementation of modern technologies into a concept of the inquiry-based instruction. We work specifically on aspects bound to the remote and virtual laboratories. The aim of the theoretical study is to specify application possibilities of the remote and virtual laboratories into the framework of the inquiry-based instruction. There were used theoretical research methods, mainly analysis, synthesis, deduction and induction. It is obvious from the obtained results that the remote and virtual laboratories are beneficial even despite the shortcomings, and, they are fully applicable in the framework of the inquiry-based instruction.
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1. Introduction

The current social needs emphasize the education of an individual able to think creatively, not only to find problems but also to solve them effectively, to be cooperative, active, competitive, however, also tolerant and protecting the weaker ones. Even in the first grade of the basic school, the education should, by its active and practical nature and application of related methods, motivate pupils to study further, to lead them to a learning activity and cognition that it is possible to search for, discover, create and find a proper way to the problem solving.

The article focuses on the problem solving connected to the concept of instruction called the inquiry-based instruction in connection to the information technology, respectively, to the remote and virtual laboratories. We react on the education tendencies observable in the international context which manifest themselves in application of the non-traditional concepts of instruction not only at a level of basic school. The main purpose of this approach is to emphasize the development and forming of the pupils’ dispositions, i.a. cognition, thinking and imagination. The requirement of the pupil’s development of competence to solve problems became important, as it is closely related to the inquiry-based instruction. These competences are often seen as unbound to the particular subjects, as the more general competences that are, however, applied in the concrete activities. The importance of the competence development was also noticed by Lesh and Zawojewski (2007, p. 764). They state that a highly developed problem-solving skill facilitates a further education and a successful integration into the society, but it is also necessary for a lot of personal activities. People have to often apply the knowledge, which they have learnt, in new situations and for that they need to control their basic thought and other general cognitive skills which create the essence of the individual competence for the problem solving.

2. Remote laboratory

The current technologies allow to realize the inquiry-based instruction even without a direct use of physical devices. There is not even a need of temporal nor regional bond, therefore a pupil can inquire anywhere and anytime (Dostál, 2013). There exists a number of varieties for this concept of research, e.g. author U. Harms (2000) considers 5 different varieties, but, from a practical point of view, it is desirable to differentiate only a remote laboratory (or a remotely controlled laboratory) and a virtual laboratory. The others are more or less varieties of those two given. During the inquiry with help of the remote laboratories, the obtained results are real because they are obtained on a real device.

Recently, the remote internet laboratories grow in importance. It is obvious on the image no. 1 that they are based on the fact that the real experiment is realised apart of the studying individual who controls it via the web interface through the computer network, they experiments and measures the relevant data. The experiments are not bound to a particular subject, therefore, there can be a chemical, physical, technical, or other type of experiment.

The remotely controlled experiments have a number of advantages comparing to the classic school experiments in the traditional school laboratories or the virtual experiments (Látal, 2009):
the pupils can perform experiments from any place and in any time, they are not limited to perform it in their lessons,

• the experiment is ready anytime and set to measure, therefore there is no problem with lengthy and sometimes difficult installation process,

• some of the experiments have their specifics for the given measured place (e.g. the calculation of the gravitational acceleration $g$ that can be calculated from a time of oscillation of the mathematical pendulum, is not a constant but it depends on i.a. the latitude of the place of measurement). The pupils have an opportunity to compare the results of the remote laboratories with their own experiments that they perform in the school laboratories,

• because of the security reasons, it is not possible to perform dangerous experiments in the classic school laboratories. In the remotely controlled laboratories, this danger (for the experimenter) is absent,

• comparing to the virtual simulations work, the pupils work with the real measuring aids and tools.

The disadvantage is however the dependence on the technical devices that work in a different rate of reliability and are energetically bound, e.g. in case of the electricity failure, the instruction cannot be performed.

The researches of the instruction supported by the virtual or remote experiments are not common in the Czech Republic. The exception can be a smaller (in terms of a range) research probe by F. Látal (2011). Its conclusions prove that the frequencies of the physics experiments in the instruction at the high schools are often very low and the use of the internet during the instruction is not a common phenomenon.

92 per cent of pupils also stated that they have never worked out remotely controlled experiments in their physics lessons at high school. However, as we can conclude from another question, the students would appreciate this kind of experiments. It should not be, however, the aim to replace the classic school experiments by the remotely controlled ones.

4. Results and discussion

There are studies evidencing the advantages of the virtual laboratories, e.g. M. Y. Morozov, A. Tanakov, A. Gerasimov, D. Bystrov and E. Cvirco (2004) state that the virtual laboratories and the simulations are powerful tools for active learning of pupils. These opinions have to be considered reluctantly, while the following analogy can be mentioned: we all feel the difference in the pupils’ learning when they are visiting a real zoo and when they visit a virtual zoo (or when they simple observe the animals via the online camera). For the needs of learning, the non-mediated experiences stay hardly substitutable, and it should not be, if it is possible, replaced with the aim to make the realization of the instruction easier – which would not bring long-term effects. Even though many remote and virtual laboratories allow an interactive interference into the studied phenomena, they still remain merely a replacement.

In a similar sense, Z. Nedic, J. Machotka and A. Nafalski (2003) pointed out the efficiency of the virtual and remote experiments, which are, from the educational point of view, during the knowledge and skills development not such effective as the experiments realized in the real laboratories.
In case that the inquiry-based activities of the pupils cannot be performed in real laboratories, the virtual and remote varieties play a hardly substitutable role during the application of the inquiry-based instruction. In this relation, Alexiou, Bouras and Ginnaka (2005) emphasize the economy of the use of the virtual laboratories during the instruction, and they state that the schools cannot afford all devices for the real experiments.

The experiences of the authors B. Dalgarno, A. G. Bishop, W. Adlong and D. R. Bedgoo (2009), based on the performed experimental study, show that the distant education at the university is appropriate for the use of the virtual laboratories as students evaluate it positively. They state that it is a valuable device for the knowledge development and recommend it for a further use. Lustigová, Mechlová, Malčík and Lustig (2009) notice that the interaction of the students is supported by the dynamical simulations of the real phenomena, team work (real and virtual), public presentations and defence of the obtained results; everything is happening either in the real presence, or online. The possibility of connecting the real phenomenon with the computer itself allows to get a better insight into the essence of the demonstrated phenomenon and obtaining of broader data range about the observed phenomenon (Lepil, 2010).

5. Conclusion

The experiment represents one of the possibilities how to change an instruction of the transmissive character into an instruction where the pupils can discover the cognition themselves and the teacher is only a guide on their way to cognition. A significant role in this is played by the teacher themselves who has to have appropriate competences for all of that. They have to be able to create situations where the pupils will feel the meaningfulness of the learning activities internally. Apart from that, it seems to be efficient to use modern information technologies as a support to the pupils’ experimenting.

It can be assumed that in the future will be the tendency to apply the inquiry-based instruction growing and the pedagogic theory, including the field didactics, should react on this reality by researching the preconditions, conditions and results of its realization.
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